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Preface

An Agenda for Action: Recommendations for School Mathematics of the 1980s. developed
411: the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, has received a great deal of national
.attention. Lt_appears that these basic recommendations for school mathematics in this decade
are being considered carefully and implemented by those responsible for curriculum innova-
tion as well as by publishers of mathematics textbooks at all: grade levels.

The recommendations offered in An Agenda for Action represent a broad base' of be-
liefs about objectives and priorities rather than the collective thought ofa selected group of
individuals. The Council conducted an extensivr_survey of the opinions of many sectors of
society, both lay and professional, by means of atproject entitled Priorities in School Mathe-
matics (PRISM), which as funded by the Nations*ScienccEoundation.

The-PRISM sorvey of preferences and priosities may serve as a guide to the curriculum
changes that mathematics educators and teachersare ready and willing to accept and imple-
ment. As such, therare a useful complement to An Ageralafor Action in steering the mathe-
matics curriculum during the 1980s. Indeed, this -Executive Summary presents the eight
recommendations in An Agenda for Action together with a summary of the related findings
for each.

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics is indebted to the members of the
PRISM Project for their careful and detailed work and analysis: Alan R. Osborne, director,
Jon L Higgins: Peggy Kasten; and Manlyn N. Suydam_ A special note of appreciation is
due to ManlysnSuydam, who prepared this Executive Summary, which the Council is mak-
ing availableacoall interested members of the profession.

A draftaik this report was reviewed by Shirley Hill, LeRoy Dalton, Catherine Tobin,
and Joe Crossohite, members of the Mathematics Curriculum for the 1980s Committee, and
by Jon Higgins and Peggy Kasten, members of the PRISM Project staff. Their comments
are gratefullyacknowledged.

MAX A. SOBEL, President
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics



INTRODUCTION

The Priorities in School Mathematics Project (PRISM) was designed by the NationalCouncil ofTeachers of Mathematics to collect information on current beliefs and reactions to
possible mathematics curriculum changes during the 1980s. Knowledge of current beliefs canbe useful in predicting which curriculum changes might be readily adopted and which onesmight meet with resistance. Thus the data have a continuing_usefulness as efforts are made to
implement NCTM's Agenda for Action or seek other changes in the mathematics cur-riculum.

The Survey of Preferences

The first component or PRISM was a survey of priderences for alternative comettopics, instructional goals. resources, methods, provisions sfar-particutar groups of studoses,
anu ways of using calculators. Each of these was consider for nine content strands imafae
precollege curriculum: whole.iiumbers; fractions and decimai ratio, proportion, and peroz=
measurement: algebra; geometry; probability and statistic= computer literacy; and problemsolving.

A pool of 660 strand items, plus 30 demographic items-and 45 introductory items,-es
developed. Item-sampling techniques were used to allow a larger pool of items than would
have been possible if a single instrument had been given to all persons. Each survey form
contained either 110 or 120 items, plus 15 demographic_and introductory items, with setsof
items systematically distributed across forms.

The survey instruments differed on items pertaining toeiementary and secondary school
content. but most other items were similar across forms seat to teachers at all levels. The
items were -presented in clusters of 5. 10, or 15, leading from a common stem. One example
of a portion of a cluster from the preferences survey follows.

Durinethe l980s it may be possible to add to each classroom several different re-
sources for teaching measurement. To what extent would you want to have eachof the following?

a. I would definitely want this.
b. This might be nice to have.
c. Undecided
d. I'd rather not be bothered by this.
e. I definitely would not want this.

I. A basic kit of measuring tools for each student
2. Films or videotapes showing basic measuring processes
3. Masters of worksheets and activities
4. Electronic measuring tools that show all measurements on a digital display

similar to that of a calculator
5. Individual study materials for measurement

In many cases, teachers and teacher educators were given "generic" items that gen-
eralized across content strands. For the lay groups, who might not understand precise mathe-
matical language, the items were simplifiedor deleted when it was not possible to develop aparallel item. For instance, the lay samples did not receive items that pertained only to con-
tent topics. An example of a cluster from one of these forms follows.

Full details on the procedures, the survey items, the data, and the analysis and interpretation
of the data can be found in the Final Report, available from th=ER1C Document Reproduction
Service (Box 190, Arlington, VA 22210). The body of the FinaLReport and the two appendixes
listing the survey items are included in ED 184 891; the remaining appendixes containing com-
puter printouts of the data are in ED 184 892.
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A committee is working on a=orricsinor guide few- atics during the
1980s. The following statements peoposedribraignasscasamittee members.
Please react to each °Mit the heft iflrontdo normoistevaimirk_._

a. I agree complete:k-
b. I tend to agree.
c. I am undecided.
d. I tend to:disagree_
e. I strongly disagree.

1. Student worksheets-orworkalookb.are ineroirem-rac ria-=d practice at the
conclusion of each lame.

2. Activities are indulger thas.analsmate of s=mose,-. beiRrslivided into small
groups.

3. Only problems whiciamaigruw-ali......)askitly toveassigned.
4. The introduction of.cmealannes isammomiumeiwkilanients have learned both

the meaning C. anaanwocitd.peavii--pacearimSNiur_ whole number com-
putation.

5. Ideas or prcreedureveloped Itiveemblem situations or
activities.

The Survey of Priorities

The second component ofivecelfRI.SMsasuct- assonant teutaitim-for curriculum change or
for methods of addressing probienerin masicasatics=hrtamt-itespondents were asked to
judge the relative importance oEcussicaluses. ki_cesifyingpoints in the mathematics
curriculum where change seernsmaffiriteeriatdur desuct Thrcech-choice items presented five
alternatives to be rank-ord eced=increems.ufnite wrionaksiarthc1980s. For some items, pro-
fessional samples were_givercavesauFficeremusis -41nimate.:why-they assigned highest or
lowest priority as they did. Genenniefachas.404 wayowamawroach problems in mathematics
education were also considered-loran, mriseneall-sawkeEresponded to 92 items and lay
samples to 84 items. In addition-MT demolutfplitt=d iremiactory items were included, as on
the preferences survey.

One item from the preferencessarveyioilkim..

In the 1980s there will bea Wonted auvount of mommthat can be spent for the
development of new mataitik in the areas listed-iv:low. Please indicate the
order in which you think titeminono should be spent by marking the answer
sheets in the following muse.

a= highest priority
b = second highest primary
c= middle-level priorist1.-
d= second lowest prim.,
e= lowest priority

Be sure to use each letteemi- oncrfar aiiictiext five items.
1. Whole number- compme:.

Problem solving inmanr-oratics
3. Measurement
4. Fractions (conceptsmsovallIlistertariarr)
5. Decimals (conceptsarConsonatior)
6. Consider the contenea=cimio=drat yott_tanked highest (marked with an

"a"). Of the followiwgibeft. Ndcas,-ishich bestzdescribes the reason you gave it
highest priority?
a = We have fewer goac6heateriais to choose from in this area than in the

other four areas.
b = This is a major problemagewformany, Immy teachers.
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= It is absolutely crucial thatnEstadentsalevelop skills in thimusea.
= New ideas have been developed. in this area that ant' 11111C reflected in

present materials.
The importanceof this area williincreasocluring the 1980s.

-Thespecific focus of other items will bcdesteiopesias major porar.from the surveys are
prewar

PoprillaimSampled
Bilaursaroups of people are involved in vesemsful curriculumnasuree. One intent of

PRISM/saws to identify discrepancies in the of curricular and priorities
held trymuch groups. Opinions were sampledaraticontrasted for nirejapriations, each with
a stakese, the directions that curriculum mayadoeszethe future. Tie referred to
as 'Inmesssional- samples and the .last three :au 'Tay- samples. Alltsscortistatted from lists
obtainearroom appropriate organizations_

AT ait hscribets to the Arid:mew Tureserournal for elementarramool teachers,
-radnonsubscribing teachers

MT subscribers to the Mathernases er. a journal for sr-rrool teachers,
_wad nonsubscribing teachers

JC zunior college mathematicteseroc.
MA __college teachers of mathernar -nittruaticians)
SP supervisors of mathematics
TE mathematics teacher educasms
PR -principals of elementary anameconc:_ schools (who do notnecemmihrhave mathe-

=sties education responsibilmtes. acs, --mme categorized with tlannisrling samples
play samples)

SB -presidents of school boards
PT presidents of parent-teachearstranizairens

One problem of sample seta:marls inturated by the fact that ow ,,32% of the AT
sampleartaht in grades K-6, whertg.4.1%mmjat irx grades 7-8 and 19%tscles 9-12. The
MT saw" consisted of 73% actual,* stadaugrin grades 9-12 and 7%1r ,:_n:ades 7-8. Thus,
the labor/ -elementary school teanire: or -areondary school teacher' aid. not seem ap-
propriate. and the samples are refemorroastherAT or MT sample.

Over 10 000 preferences sumo, forms were mailed between -rWernber 1978 and
February 1979: the return rate rams:from 15% to 60% for the nine sansies, with an aver-
age of 2956. The priorities surverssmetled to 3750 persons in Febramy and March 1979:
the reruns rate ranged from 10%-vm .67% with an average of 34%. The -low response rate
can be_crutsidered a limitation: hommeL--sitaccthe intent was to obtainseactions from those
who ..man interest in the schari,anatizematics program, it can assn: be considered as
representative of those persons with sprit high interest.

Thesamples tended to be reasonably weR-distributed across most:demographic facets.
incladimmtas appropriate to the sample) number of years of teaching or administrative ex-
perience:sane of community, supervisory level, and age of self and of children in school.

To the query about their level of satisfaction with schools, from 25% to 79% of the
subjects indicated they were satisfied or very satisfied (see Figure 1). It is interesting to note
that the -principals (PR) and school board members (SB)those responsible for broad

0%
62

41 100%
28 79

L

52

TT
76

1'
1

I '
MA TE PRMT AT

PT SB
SP

Figure 1. Percentages indicating satisfaction with schools.
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alecision-making about schoolswere most satisfied, whereas junior college (JC) and college
teachers (MA;; who face the problem of college:urn:ants who need remedial helpwere least
_satisfieci. Classroom teachers (AT. MT) and parents (PT) clustered around the midpoint.

Introductogydtents

Each respondent reacted to 15 introductory items on the preferences survey or 8 items
on the priorities survey. Each item reflected an issue of particular concern in the current
mathematics education community. Respondents were asked to indicate whether each should
receive "much more emphasis," "somewhat more_emphasis," "anon Tin J: emphasis,"
"somewhat less emphasis," or "much less empbasis" than it currently receives.

For about two-thirds of the items, "muclrnnoce emphasis" or "somewhat more empha-
sis" was cheated by at least 50% of the respondems. The range in level of support exceeded
30% in about half the instances. In Figure 2, the range of responses for some selected items
is shown. Except for one instance, the mean lewd of agreement that -each should be given
more emphasis exceeded 50%; the exception is..thelast item, pertaining to calculators, which
was included because the range of responses is-_,,soirroad. The samples with the highest and
the lowest level of support are indicated. ro-nine samples responded to each item.)
Among those items receiving little support for-increased emphasis in the 1980s were formal

(?Problem
0% 100%

Solving 76 PT 92 JC, TEJ
88 (mean)

Applications 63 MA 95 JC

82

Computers 6: SP 86 PR

omputer 50 JC -87-SP
Literacy

Gifted 60 JC 89 PR
76

Metric
62 SB 87 ATMeasurement

Elementary 49 S8 SPSpecialists
69

Dia0osis and
66 MA 86 JCRernediation

I
72

Basic. SP 88 pR
68

53 MT 88 SPDecimals ' I I

Daimly 50 SB n MA
65

Hoework , .

Consumer 36 TE 89 PRMathematics , , 1
,

64

Low Achievers
41 MA 77 7

61

Probability 41 SB 73 SPand Statistics
60

29 MA
Individualization

65 TE. PT

56
Minimal 24 SP 68 PTCompetency ' '

I I ,

Testing 54

6 Fr : 85 SP
Calculators 1

i
45

Figure 2 Range on selected introductory items.



axiomatic structures, norm-referenced testing, calosiga on high sihool, proof, and large-scale
curriculum development projects.

Of note in Figure 2 is the narrow, positive=or:z!Irm-such issues as problem solving and
diagnosis and remediation. The small discrepant soups could indicate that curricular
changes pertaining to these issues would be viewsznianoonsit;. Such an attitude toward prob-
lem solving is encouraging as NCTM seeks to TILIIMIIM=Ct the first recommendation in AnAgenda for Action, which proposes that problenr,sonnu=se the focus of school mathematicsin the 1980s. On the other hand, the range for son=innes as basic skills and calculators is
broad, indicating that proposed changes may nor nreismicadiav welcomed by some samples.
Thus, plans to implement the third NCTM won, which proposes the use of
calculators (and computers) at all levels, couliranone.difficult. While supervisors (and
teacher educators) supported the use of calculanars.:pasents were negative about them and
teachers were only slightly more enthusiastic.

Of course, there are problems of definition ming= in this set of items as well as dif-- ferences in the perception of what constitutes a noect for-more emphasis. A case in point may
be basic skills, where there is wide discussion of the_tricaning of the term; the sample ofsupervisors who would not give more emphasis, so basic skills might have been responding
from a different definition than the sample oC. 1r instance, principals. Such attempts atinterpretation of PRISM data can only be conjeannal. of course.

MAJOR POINTS FROM TFIEEMEEERENCES SURVEY

PRISM generated a vast amount of dam, and it is impossible to present or discuss
every item in this summary. Therefore, only kev points have been selected, using as criteria
(a) levels of agreement or disagreement across between samples and (b) the relationship
to curricular changes proposed in NCTM's Agenda. The percentages of support indicate the
sum of the "strongly agree" and "agree" responses. The data were first analyzed by the nine
content strands: then ;terns pertaining to the same point, but appearing in different strands,
were synthesized. Because the same items are reviewed in these two contexts (within and
across strands), there is some repetition of the selei:ted points that follow, although an at-
tempt was made to keep this to a minimum.

Within Strands (Strand by Cluster)
I. Whole Numbers

Five goals for teaching whole number computation received strong support from over82% of the respondents: these related to consumer education skills, fundamentai under-standings. logical thinking, job qualificatims, and the structure of mathematics. Clearlyrejected as a goal for teaching whole numbers was "to preserve a traditional emphasis in thecurriculum."
Strong support (above 80%) was given for including estimation, mental calculations,

specific strategies for solving word problems, and mathematical puzzles and games whenteaching whole number content. Developing operations simultaneously and teaching suchspecific consumer skills as ba!ancing a checkbook or computing best buys. were also well sup-ported (by 72%).

Resource books of real-life examples, masters of worksheets and activities, stan-
dardized practice tests. and individual study materials were strongly supported for teaching
whole numbers. with other resources (including videotapes, calculators, and computers) sup-ported by at least 65%.

Eighty-two percent of the respondents indicated that calculators should not be used
until after students have learned both the meaning of the whole number operations and
paper-and-pencil algorithms for them.

Support was strong for using calculators for checking and for doing a series of
computations; it weakened, however, as the indicated computation was perceived to :quireskills involving traditional paper-and-pencil procedures.

7 1 0



Over 90% indicated strong support for the idea that paper-and-pencil computational
skills should be acquired before graduation from high school.

The Ilse of various physical materials for teaching whole number ideas was supported
by 60% to 75%.

Spending more than 50% of instructional time on drill with whole numbers was
supported by 66%, whereas spending 50% of instructional time on individual study materials
was supported by only 43% (see (Figure 3).

drill

76

100%

individual study

0%

61

AT MT JC MA AT

36 1- 39

MT JC MA

Figure 3. Percentages supposing spending 50% of time on drill or on individual study with whole
numbers.

2. Fractions and Decimals
Strong support (from over 80%) was given to four goals for teaching fractions.

related to (a) their use in vocations. (b) consumer purchases. (c) illustrating basic mathe-
matical ideas, and (d) providing solutions to algebraic equations.

Strong support in the teaching of decimals was given to the first three goals sup-
ported for fractions, and also a fourth: their use in the metric system.

Support by 73% to 83% was given to treating four topics on fractions and decimals
in the elementary school: least common multiple and greatest common divisor as basic ideas
related to fractions, estimation of the size of a dividend, decimals developed as a means of
reaming numbers between numbers, and fractions presented as answers to division problems
(for example. 7/12 means 7 divided by 12).

Support from 76% to 85% was given to treating the same four topics on fractions and
decimals in the secondary school that received most support as elementary school topics.

The four resources most desired for teaching fractions and decimals were (a) drill and
practice materials, (b) masters of worksheets and activities, (c) resource booklets with ap-
plications, and (d) individual study materials.

Two strategies for teaching fractions and decimals were given strong support: having
worksheets for drill and practice on each lesson and using applications to develop operations
with fractions.

Only one item was given even moderate support (76%) from the set of items on when
and to whom fractions should be taught: this approved the teaching of fractions with small
denominators useful in vocations. There was very little support (15%) for delaying work with
fractions until grade 7 or 8 or for omitting division of fractions except for very bright stu-
dents. There was almost no support (1% to 3%) for teaching fractions only to college-bound
students or for omitting fractions from the curriculum.

Only one use of calculators to teach fraction and decimal ideas was strongly sup-
ported: it involved finding an area when dimensions were given to two decimal places. .

3. Ratio. Proportion. and Percent
Strong support (over 80%) was given to three goals for teaching ratio. proportion, and

percent: to acquire consumer skills, to develop proportional thinking as a problem-solving
technique, and to acquire skills for vocational applications. These three goals were practical:
there was moderately strong support for four statements that were more "academic," such as

to demonstrate that ratios provide the foundations 4- asowerful reasoning process."

8



Very strong support was given to the introduction of percent through merchandising
and other real-life contexts.

Six resources for teaching ratio, proportion, and percent were supported by over78%: resource books of applications. master copies of activities and worksheets, books of
laboratory experiments, manipulative materials, short films and videotapes, and indi-
vidualized study materials.

Support by over 78% was given to three strategies for teaching ratio, proportion, and
percent: student worksheets for drill and practice, physical experiments in a laboratory
setting. and projects for assignment to individuals or teams of students.

There was moderately strong support for only one item on when and to whom to
teach percent: 64% agreed that mastery of percent pro; gems should be a condition for high
school graduation (see Figure 4).

0% st 62
59 66 72

1'1 1 II
SP TE

AT

82

JC

100%

Figure 4. Percentages supporting mastery of percent problems as a graduation requirement.

Teaching variation in science classes, not introducing ratio and proportion until grade
9. and teaching all three types of percent only to bright students were strongly rejected (66%
to 87%).

Only one use of calculators for teaching ratio, proportion, and percentchecking
answerswas strongly supported (92%).
4. Measurement

Six goals for teaching measurement were strongly supported by over 80% of the
respondents. These goals involved acquiring skills for living in today's world, for other
school work, for use in the home, for estimation, for jobs, and for using specific tools.

Four topics received strong support as measurement content for elementary school
mathematics: the metric system, the use of measurement devices, estimation, and the use ofboth standard and nonstandard units of measure.

For measurement content for all students in grades 7-12, three items received strong
support: the metric system. estimation, and the multiplication and division of units.

The four resources for measurement most strongly supported (over 80%) included
resource books with problems. masters of worksheets or activities, student books with
experiments, and a basic kit of measuring tools.

Four other resources for measurement were supported by about Wk. Thus it is ap-parent that the samples wanted almost any resource (as was also true in other content
strands): they failed to support only two electronic resources.

The listed teaching strategies for measurement were also well accepted, with above70% support for 7 of 10 strategies. Highest support was given to (a) assignments including
projects and (by worksheets for drill and practice at theconclusion of each lesson.

Over 80% felt that work on measurement should be taught at every level from K-8,
and over 70% indicated that measurement should be a strong focus of general or consumer
mathematics courses.

Only two calculator uses for teaching measurement received strong support checking
answers and computing a volume problem.
5. Algebra

Strong support (over 80%) was given to four goals for teaching algebra: these con-cerned applying mathematics, building background for taking more mathematics, gaining
vocational skills, and preparing for college. The remaining goals were accepted by over
60%except for "assuring adequate scientific manpower," supported by only 44%.

Support was strongest (above 70%) for including four of fifteen algebraic topics in the

9 12
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elementary schc,o1 curriculum: solving number sentences, making generalizations about
number patterns, writing equations to solve word problems, and inequalities.

Respondents from the AT. SP, and TE samples did not support including four of the
fifteen algebraic topics in the elementary school curriculum, including finite systems. set
notation, and computer programming.

Strong support was given for including five algebraic topics in the curriculum for all
students:

signed numbers

evaluating formulas

linear equations

writing equations to solve word problems

eXpOrentS

The samples did not support teaching all students the following algebraic topics:

systems of equations

oomputer programming

sequences and series

proving algebraic generalizations

finite systems

set notation IMF

Thus, the list of algebraic topics to be taught to all students would not go beyond those topics
that have been in junior high textbooks for years.

For college-bound students not majoring in mathematics or science, six algebraic
topics were given moderate support (59% to 79%): probability functions, mathematical
models, exponential and logarithmic functions, trigonometric functions, matrix algebra, and
finite mathematics.

Support is strongest (above 75%) for having four resources available for teaching
algebra-. booklets with applications problems, masters of worksheets and activities, booklets
of games and activities, and physical materials and equipment for laboratory experiments.

Support was strong (above 79%) for having instructional materials for algebra that
emphasize problems arising in the social or natural sciences, having worksheets for drill and
practice, and inferring algebraic ideas from arithmetic patterns.

Only two items about the tyr of algebra course to be offered received support (at the
70% level): a special algebra course for vocational students and different courses for students
with different interests and abilities.

Totally rejected was the idea that formal work with algebra should be dropped from
the curriculum.

Using calculators for checking answers in algebra was the only use of calculators that
was strongly supported.

Using calculators during an algebra test was accepted and rejected by almost equal
percentages.



6. Geometry
Four goals for geometry received strong support (over 80%): to develop logical think-

ing abilities, to develop spatial intuitions, to acquire the knowledge for further study. and to
learn to read and interpret mathematical arguments.

Job and consumer skills were not ranked as high for geometry as for some other
strands.

Four geometric topics were strongly supported for inclusion in the elementary school
curriculum: properties of triangles and rectangles. parallel and perpendicular lines, symmetry.
and similar figures.

Opposition was strong to the inclusion of "logical reasoning principles including
axioms and proofs" in the elementary school curriculum.

Strong support was given to the inclusion of three geometric topics in the secondary
school curriculum for all students:

properties of triangles and rectangles

properties of circles

similar figures

Five topics were given little support:

proieenve geometry

symbolic logic and truth tables

tessellations

non-Euclidean geometry

U

finite geometries sr

It would appear that minimal knowledge of minimal geometry is all that is considered
necessary for students to learn.

For college-bound students not majoring in mathematics or science, only two geo-
metric topics were given moderately strong support (77% for each): coordinate geometry and
straightedge and compass constructions.

Support was above 69% for all except one resource for teaching geometry. Strongly
accepted (above 80%) were resource books of applications, masters of worksheets and
activities, and short films or videotapes showing basic geometric concepts.

Only one teaching strategy for geometry received strong support (83%): student work-
sheets for drill and practice to be used at the conclusion of each lesson.

The availability as an elective of a full-ycar course in applied geometry and the belief
that intuitive geometric concepts are at least as important in grade 1 as number concepts
were each supported at a moderately strong level (71% and 65%. respectively).

Over 60% did not support three items: (a) abolishing separate courses in geometry in
favor of integrating geometric content in other courses: (b) considering the geometric topics
presently taught in elementary schools to provide adequate minimum knowledge for high
school graduation: and (c) not teaching geometric topics until grade 7.

The use of calculators was given strong support only for two problems with triangles.
7. Probability and Statistics

Five goals for probability and statistics were strongly supported (over 80%): using
data in other subjects, dealing with statistical information as consumers, organizing data in
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easily interpretable forms. dealing with estimation and approximation, and applying mathe-
matics in other disciplines.

Two statistics topics were strongly supported for inclusion in the elementary school
curriculum: collecting and organizing data, and reading and interpreting statistical informa-
tion.

Rejected for inclusion in the elementary school curriculum was calculating probabili-
ties of compound and conditional events.

Over 70% considered four probability and statistics topics appropriate for all
secondary students:

the collection and organization of data

measures of central tendency

reading and interpreting statistical
information

decision making

Four probability and statistics topics considered appropriate (by 66% to 71%) only
for college-bound students were (a) curve fitting and prediction, (b) probability distributions,
(c) combinations and permutations, and (d) calculating probabilities of compound and
conditional events.

Eleven of fifteen resources for probability and statistics were supported by over 75%;
these ranged from books of applications to materials for use with computers. Thus, as for
other content strands, most resources were seen as desirable.

Three strategies for teaching probability and statistics were strongly supported: ma-
terials with real-world data. experiments, and problems from the sciences.

Reading formal presentations before doing classroom activities on probability and
statistics was rejected by 58%.

Offering probability and statistics as an elective course was supported by 77%.
Rejected (by over 65%) were making probability and statistics a required course for

ninth graders, considering them only as enrichment topics, or using them to replace work
with fractions in grades 6-8. There was rejection (over 85%) of the idea that either probability
or statistics belongs in the curriculum but not both.

Three uses of calculators for teaching probability and statistics were strongly sup-
ported (over 80%): doing homework, calculating the probability that several events will occur
in a certain sequence, and taking a test.

8. Computer Literacy
Two goals for computer literacy were given strong support (over 80%): to develop

logical thinking abilities and to prepare for the future. Moderately strong support (over
70%) was given to two other goals: to understand the capability of the computer to provide
access to large bodies of information, and to introduce alternative techniques for solving
problems.

More than 80% of those sampled believed that five computer literacy topics should be
included in the curriculum:

types of problems that can be solved by
a computer

roles of computers in society

writing programs in a simple computer
language

flowcharting

operating a programmable calculator
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The resources for computer literacy supported most strongly (above 80 %)-were mini-
computers and terminals connected to a large computer.

-0 Field trips to observe computers in use were supported by 74%. Four other items
were given moderate support (63% to 68%): engaging in individual study projects...devoting
50% of instructional time to writing computer programs, providing detailed notes for the
teacher, and using computer-assisted instruction in a tutorial mode.

Support for items about when and to whom computer literacy topics should be taught
were less strongly supported than items in other clusters. Highest support (68%) was given
to integration of topics within the curriculum from grades K-12.

9. Problem Solving
Five of ten goals for problem solving were strongly supported by 84% to 95%. These

pertained to developing methods of thinking and logical reasoning, acquiring skills needed
for today's world." acquiring techniques vital to a well-rounded education, developing

creative thought processes, and applying recently taught ideas. Four other goals were sup-
ported by 69% to 79% of the respondents.

The teaching of three problem-solving techniques received strong support (87% to
92%) at both elementary and secondary level.-

constructing a table and searching for
patterns

writing a number sentence or equation
for a problem

solving a simpler problem first

a

Receiving almost as much support (over 74%) were drawing a picture and guessing-and-
testing. Using calculators or computers to generate possible answers, and then checking, was
opposed at both levels. (Respondents gave moderate support for having calculators and com-
puters available for problem-solving work, but it was not apparent just what they would have
the students do with them.)

Four of fifteen resources for teaching problem solving were strongly supported: re-
source guides to real-life problems, materials for modeling problems and solutions, and sup-
plementary materials with many additional problems-. in-service training for teachers was
also strongly supported. Six other resources were supported by over 67%.

Three strategies for teaching problem solving were strongly supported: problem
assignments designed to challenge students to think, projects involving real-life situations for
individuals or teams, and using problems to introduce mathematical topics.

Both professional and lay samples strongly disagreed with the statement that "only
problems which students can answer quickly" should be assigned.

Two items on when and to whom problem solving should be taught received support
by 79%: (a) teaching students to find, problems within situations and (b) including short
problem-solving units after each mathematical topic is taught. Seven items from this cluster
were not accepted by large percentages (45% to 97%).

Support was minimal (59%) for offering an interdisciplinary problem-solving course.

Across Strands
I. Drill and Practice

Samples disagreed about whether more than 50% of instructional time should be
devoted to drill and practice. Figure 5 indicates thisand also that some samples gave
moderately strong support to this percentage of time despite research evidence that this is
likely to be detrimental to achievement. Only the SP and TE samples were strongly opposed;
they tended to be less supportive of many items pertaining to drill.
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Figure 5. Percentages supporting increased time on drill and practice.across content strands.
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Worksheets for providing practice at the conclusion of each lesson were given strong
support (above 80%) for five content areas. Providing teachers with master copies of work-
sheets also received strong support for seven content areas in the elementary school, and only
slightly lower support at the secondary school level.

Providing drill and practice items in standardized test formats was strongly sup-
ported (82%) for whole numbers and moderately supported (75%) for problem solving by the
AT. MT. JC. and MA samples. But the SP and TE samples gave the idea only minimal
support.

Mastery of whole number computational skills before graduation from high school
received very strong support (85% to 100%) from all samples. Mastery of percentage prob-
lems before graduation received a similar level of support (81%) from lay samples. but more
moderatesupport (64%) from professional samples.

2. Applications

The-need was noted to increase the amount of emphasis for applications of mathe-
matics by 81% of the respondents. The level of support for mathematics and_careers was
65% znd for mathematics for consumers, 61%.

Lay samples also gave very strong support (above 95%) to the importance of ap-
plications for solving problems in everyday life, gaining skills necessary for employment, and
making consumer decisions. Strong support (84%) was also given to the importance of
mathematics in preserving student options on career and vocational choices.

There was strong support across all samples for mathematics course goals related to
applications.

Consumer needs as a goal of teaching particular aspects of mathematics were strongly
supported for all areas except geometry, which apparently is not so strongly seen as related
to consumer needs.

Support for vocational or career goals was very strong (over 80%) for whole num-
bers; decimals and fractions; ratio, proportion, and percent; measurement; and algebra. Such
goals received only minimal to moderate support for probability and statistics, computer
literacy. and geometry, however. Respondents may feel that a smaller percentage of students
will enter careers or vocations employing these skills.

Resource booklets containing applications were strongly supported by over 80% of all
samples for the eight content areas where they were suggested. However, resource books with
problems and applications designed to appeal to special groups (for instance, girls or ethnic
minorities) were given very little support.

The use of application's as a context for instruction was given consistently strong
support.

Simulation as a teaching method was given moderately strong support by the AT....SP.
and TE samples, but was only minimally supported by the MT. JC. and MA samples.

Support for incorporating elements of consumer mathematics generally ranged faxan
very strong (97%) to moderately strong (67%), depending on the specific content involved.
One exception pertained to the inclusion of probability and statistics in general or consumer
mathematics courses (see Figure 6). That probability and statistics is necessary for all stu-
dents as consumers in today's world apparently has not yet reached wide acceptance.

3. Individualization

Increasing the emphasis on individualization during the 1980s was given moderately
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Figure 6. Percentages supporting inclusion of probability and statistics. at general or consumer
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sarong support by the AT, SP, TE, PR. SB, and PT samples. Little support was given by the
MT. JC. and MA samples. however.

All groups gave strong support (78% to 92%) for providing teachers with individual
study materials for classroom use.

Very little support was given to devoting more than 50% of instructional time to stu-
dent use of individual study materials; however, the AT sample gave-minimal support for
the idea when used with whole numbers and measurement.

Increasing emphasis on mastery learning received moderately strong support from AT
and MT samples. but slightly less support from SP and TE samples. Specifying competency
levels in instructional materials received very strong support (92%) from lay samples.

Instructional materials with specific objectives, criterion-referenced testing, and other
aspects of a mastery learning or indiiidually paced model were given moderately strong sup-
port (above 63%) by all professional samples except the MA sample, which gave very little
support.

Individual study by computer-assisted instruction was given moderately strong support
(64% to 72%).

4. Differentiated Programs for Special Groups
When the lay samples were asked how many years of high school mathematics should

be required, there was strong support for requiring at least two years of mathematics in
grades 9-12 for all students. and almost half supported four years of mathematics for college-
bound students (see Figures 7 and 8).
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Figure 7. Years of mathematics supported for all students.
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Figure 8. Years of mathematics supported for conegranind students.

Increased emphasis for gifted students was supporto*by aver 75% of most samples.
Support for a senior-level probability and statistics,course for students of high:ability
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was moderate from most professional samples (62% to 67%) except for the AT sample (54%)
and the TE sample (46%). The PR and SB samples supported it at the 75% level, and the
PT sample was lower (56%).

The need for increased emphasis on women was supported by 53%, but 40% indi-
cated that women should receive about the same emphasis as now.

Different problem-solving courses for girls were strongly rejected (by 94%), and very
little support (only 47%) was shown for providing resource books with problems that appeal
to girls.

Increased emphasis for minorities was supported by only 39%, and 50% felt that
minorities should receive about the same emphasis as now.

Increased emphasis for low achievers received moderately strong support (63% to
77%) from all samples except MA, SP, and TE, where support was minimal (41% to 55%).

Teaching problem solving, division with fractions, and the three types of percent only
to gifted students were each rejected by 80% to 90%.

Extensive use of the computer in at least one mathematics course for college-bound
students was given moderately strongsupport (64%) by the lay samples.

5. Use of Calculators
Professional samples in general were much more supportive of increasing emphasis on

calculators than were lay samples. Thus, just over 50% of the AT and MT samples and 85%
of the SP sample would increase emphasis on calculators, but only 16% of the PT sample
would do so (see Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Percentages supporting increased emphasis on calculators.

The use of calculators to develop ideas and concepts was supported by slightly less
than 85% of the SP and TE samples; acceptance by the other samples was lower, averaging
from 43% to 56%.

The use of calculators to help children learn basic facts was given very little support;
this apparently reflects the belief that basic facts should be learned before calculators are
used, despite research evidence that pupils can learn basic facts while using calculators.

Using calculators to learn why an algorithm works received moderate support (65%)
(see Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Percentages supporting the use of calculators to learn why an algorithm works.

Checking answers was a noncontroversial use of calculators, ranking first among the
possible uses of calculators in almost every area, with support from 84% to 97%.

The use of calculators for solving word problems was strongly supported by the SP
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and TE groups and given moderate support by the AT, MT, JC, and MA samples. However,
the lay samples were not as supportive of the idea (see Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Percentages supporting the use of calculators for solving word problems.

Using calculators for doing homework was supported by more than 85% of the SP
and TE samples, and opposed by more than 70% of the PT sample (see Figure 12).
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Figure 12. Percentages supporting the use of calculators for doing homework.

Support for the use of calculators to do homework depended on the content area in-
volved. It was strongest for probability and statistics and for ratio, proportion, and percent.

There was very little support for using calculators to take tests except in probability
and statistics. In general, the PT sample expressed strong disapproval (only 12% agreed,
while 74% disagreed).

Having the use of a calculator to solve equations was given strong support for
geometric formulas but minimal support for algebra.

Using a calculator to compute area was given moderate to strong support support
was strongest when the problem was more complex or when decimals were involved.

Using a calculator to do a chain of calculations involving different operations was
perceived favorably by all samples (77% to 95%).

Using calculators in making graphs was given moderately strong support (70% to
85%) by the JC, MA, SP, and TE samples. However, there was lower support for this idea
by the AT and MT samples.

The use of calculators in trigonometry was given very strong support by all profes-
sional groups.

Classroom availability of four-fu nimon calculators and programmable calculators was
supported by more than 70% of all samples, but giving instruction for using a four-function
calculator received only minimal support (45% to 51%) by teacher samples, with the SP
and TE samples higher (70% and 81%, respectively).

Very few believed that calculators should be used instead of paper-and-pencil
algorithms (see Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Percentages supporting the use of calculators in place of paper-and-pencil algorithms.

Rather, it was felt that their use should be postponed until after pencil-and-paper-algorithms
are learned (see Figure 14).
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Requiring students who have-not lea .ned paper-and-pencil computation by the end
of grade 8 to take a calculator coursein grade 9 received minimal support (see Figure 15).
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Figure 15. Percentages-supportinpa calculator course at the end of grade 8 for those who have not
learned paper-and-pencil computation.

The use of calculators to allow slower students to keep up with the rest of the class"
was generally opposed (only 121 to 44% approved of this use of calculators).

For finding the sum of several items, the use of calculator was strongly supported
(80%). But the use of calculators for subtraction was not favored.

The use of calculators for multiplication generally received t, "nimal support (above
50%) unless the problems were perceived as easy. There was similar lack of enthusiasm for
using calculators for division.

The general idea of using calculators with special displays or capabili::es was given
moderate to strong support by the SP. TE. and PR samples. However, results were divided
when specific features were suggellic44.,

6. 'Use of Computers

Nearly 75% of the prof-es...mil sampies and 80% of the lay samples believed that the
use of computers and other techookev should be. increased during the 1980s; 78% indicated
that the emphasis on computer he=tcy should be increased. Further analysis indicates that
the pattern for the two items is similar. with thelargest percentages selecting the "somewhat
more emphasis" option (see Figur=16). (This is.characteristic of results on many items: peo-
ple less often committed ther.i.e.hamto the extreme positions.)
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Figure 16. Percentages supporting incr=sedernpltasis on corapumss.and on computer literacy.

Instructional materials for computers that received moderately strong support in-
cluded materials for individual projects (68%). workbooks with algorithms simulating com-
puter processes (63%). detailed notes for teacher presentations (63%), and probability and
statistics materials for use with computers (76%).

Flowcharting and writing computer programs in BASIC were strongly supported
(82% and 88%. respectively). However, other computer languages received much less sup--port (31% to 57%).

Almost no one (23%) believed that computer programmiageshould be introduced in
the elementary school, and very few in the-professional samples-be:reeved that the ability to
write programs should be a requirement for high school graduation (see Figure 17).

Sixty-five percent of the lay samples supported.the idea. that at least one course in
mathematics for thocollege-bound student should makeextensive use of the computer.
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Figure 17. Percentages supporting the ability to write computer prop ams as a graduation requirement.

Teaching about the roles of computers in society was strongly supported (89%). Al-
though less concern was noted for teaching about privacy and security issues, these still
received moderately strong support (67%).

Studying about the types of problems computers can solve received very strong sup-
port (91%), while the goal of introducing alternative techniques for solving problems was
approved by only 70%.

Requiring a computer literacy courseeof all students was given minimal support (53%)
by the professional samples and essentially no support (34%) by the lay samples. However,
lay samples did give moderately strong support (79%) to the integration of computer literacy
topics within the existing K-12 mathematics curriculum.

'Respondents were divided about whether computer courses should be strictly elec-
tive, with 35% favoring and 40% opposing.

Some support (58%) was given to requiring interaction with computers as early as theprimary grades.
The idea that knowledge of computers is only needed by specialists was stronglyopposed by 89%.
Having computers or computer access for students was given strong support (95%)

at the secondary school level and moderately strong support (77%) at the elementary school
level. Strong support (84%) was shown for having several small, personal computers foreach class.

7. Estimation and Approximation
Development of estimation skills and experience in dealing with estimation and ap-

proximation were strongly supported (above 82%) as goals for measurement and for
probability and statistics.

Support for including estimation was strongest with measurement...and whole numbercontent.

Approximation techniques in algebra were given minimal support.
8. Laboratory Actinity-based Approaches

Little support (48%) was given to increasing the emphasis on-mathematics laborato-
ries in the 1980s. An additional 34% opted for not changing the amount of emphasis.

Support for introducing basic ideas through laboratory investigationsior-experiments
with materials varied with topic, but were supported by most samples (see Figurr 18).

se
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Figure I 8. Percentages supporting the introduction of ideas through laboratory investigations or
exTeriments.

Lay samples gave stronger support (93%) to the use of physical materials and models
titan did professional samples (who varied from 62% to 83%, dependingon the topic).

The need for providing measuring devices as resources for-fractions and decimals.
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geometry, and measurement was given moderately strong support (73% to 81%). However,
support was far less for electronic measuring devices.

Booklets of experiments for the three content areas that were considered (probability
and statistics: ratio, proportion, and percent: and measurement) received strong support
(above 80%).

Having students work in small groups to solve problems was given a higher degree of
support (73%) than dividing the class into small discussion groups: howevc= the level of sup-
port for such groups varied across samples (see Figure 19).
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Figure 19. Percentages supporting small discussion groups.
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9. Out-of-Class Activities and Projects
, Instructional materials that include activities requiring students to go outside the

classroom were given moderately strong support by all samples. The MA sample was least
positive about using out-of-class activities, while the AT sample was the most positive (see
Figure 20).
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Figure 20. Percentages supporting out-of-class activities.
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Probabilir! and statistics, measurement, and computer literacy were perceived as
more suitable for out-of-classroom activities than whole numbers-, geometry; ratio, propor-
tion, and percent: or problem solving.

The TE and MA samples were least supportive of developing ideas through long-
term, real-life projects (59%): the other samples were in closer agreement at approximately
the 68% level.

There xas moderately strong support for project work in ratio, proportion. and
percent: geometry: and probability and statistics. Project work for algebra andior fractions
and decimals was not supported.

The JC and MA samples strongly favored increasing the amount of homework. while
other samples gave weaker support (see Figure 21). Wwever, 84% of the lay samples indi-
cated the desirability of text materials that include daily homework problems.
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Figure 21. Percentages supporting increased emphasis on homework.

10. Reading and Textbooks
"Learning to read mathematics- received moderately strong support (70% to 78%)

as a goal for whole numbers. algebra. and problem solving.
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Reading a formal presentation of basic ideas before trying classroom. activities was
generally opposed by a11 samples.

The availability of special materials with minimal reading requirements was given
moderately strong support by the AT. SP, TE, and PR samples. However, the MT sample
gave weaker suppNrt. and the JC and MA samples tended to oppose the idea.

De-emphasizing reading by presenting problems orally or with pictures and chartswas not supported (only 28% in favor). Another item proposing that" reading be de-emphasized in textbooks and other materials was opposed by the SB and PT samples (69%).
Textbook modules for teaching appropriate problem-solving strategies at every grade

level was supported by 76%.

The need for detailed notes to guide the teacher in oral presentations of lessons wasseen as greater for computer literacy and for probability and statistics (63%) than in othercontent areas, where the level of support was 50% to 60%. The PR and PT samples gave theidea strong support.
Providing teachers with a syllabus that suggests topics and methods for each gradelevel, with specific times the topics should be introduced, received moderately strong support(71%) at the elementary level from the SP and TE samples. However, support for the sameidea at the secondary level was minimal (57%).
In-service materials to teach teachers the content of probability and statistics were

supported by 85%. and in-service training on problem-solving methods was supported by
83%.

I I. Use of Audiovisual Aids
The use of films or videotapes received strong to moderately strong support from all

samples (71% to 88%).

Large-scale demonstration devices were rather strongly supported (usually by over75%). especially by the SP. TE, and PR samples.
The use of audiotapes fro drill and practice received support at the 65% level from

all but the MA sample. However, tapes nf lectures were negatively perceived by all samples.

12. Logic. Deductive Methods. and Structure
Increasing the emphasis on curricula based on the logic of Mathematics was given

relatively little support (45%).
There was esentially no support for increasing the emphasis on proof or formal

axiomatic structures. For the latter, 32% favored decreasing emphasis and only 14% favoredincreasing emphasis.

Developing logical thinking ability as a goal for whole numbers, geometry, and
probability and statistics received very strong support (over 90%) from most professional
samptes. As a goal for computer literacy, support was only slightly less (80%). Lay samples
also strongly supported the general goal (93%).

Emphasizing reasoning techniques for ratio, proportion, and percent fractions and
decimals: and secondary school geometry received moderately strong support (61% to 82%).However, emphasizing logical reasoning principles in elementary school geometry wassupported by only 23%.

Symbolic logic, as a topic for all students received very little support (31%), but
minimal support (51%) was given to including symbolic logic for college-bound students whowill not be science or mathematics majors.

The goal of learning to read and interpret mathematical arguments was strongly sup-ported (82%).

The goal of 'teaching mathematics in order to impart an understanding of the struc-
ture of mathematics was strongly supported (82%) for whole numbers by professional
samples and moderately supported (75%) as a generic item by the lay samples.

The study of structural properties of number systems received higher support at the
elementary level (69%) than at the secondary level (53%).
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MAJOR POINTS FROM THE PRIORITIES SURVEY

The priorities survey requested respondents to assign priorities for allocating funds,
ergy, or time to alternative practices.

I. Development of New Materials at the Elementary Level
Problem solving received strong endorsement from all samples as the first priority for

the development of new materials. (See Figure 22, where the data for problem solving and
for whole numbers are given, and Figure 23, where the ranking for the five areas considered
is presented.)
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Figure 22. Percentages giving first priority to problem solving or whole numbers.
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Figure 23. Percentages giving highest and lowest priority to five elementary areas.

When asked why they rated problem solving highest, 56% indicated that they con-
sider it an absolutely crucial skill for students, while 22% said that it is a major area of
difficulty for teachers.

Because rank was determined by averaging all responses, decimals was the area
ranked second of the five for, the development of new materials, even though few people
gave it the highest priority (sec Figure 23). Neither was it given lowest priority often, and
this also contributed to its position. The AT, MT, SP, and TE samples gave more positive
support to 7.4ecimals than did other samples queried.

Whole numbers was ranked third as an area for the development of new materials,
with the highest priority coming from the AT and lay samples (see Figure 22). Ninety per-
cent of those giving it highest priority did so because they consider it an absolutely crucial
skill, while 61% of those who gave it lowest priority believe that adequate instructional
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materials already exist and 28% believe that the topic presents little difficulty for most
teachers.

Little support was given to the development of materials for measurement. Respon-
dents indicated they believe that adequate materials already exist (32%) or that it is not as
important for students to develop skills in this area (34%).

Lowest priority was given to fractions: almost two-thirds (65%) said it was because
the importance of fractions is diminishing, and 21% indicated that it is not as important asother skills.

2. Use of an Additional Fifteen Minutes Each Day at the Elementary Level
Solving word problems attained first priority (by 31%) for the use of an additional

fifteen minutes per day for mathematics in elementary schools (see Figure 24). All samples
ranked it either first or second.

solving problems (1)
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applications (2)
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Figure 24. Percentages giving highest and owest priority to the use of an additional fifteen minutes
each day.

While an even higher percentage (33%) gave drill on basics highest priority, many
respondents also rated it lowest. Thus, the overall ranking for drill on basics was third. It
was ranked very high by the MT and lay samples, while the SP and TE samples gave it
much lower rankings. (The ranking of priorities was done by considering, statistically, the
range of responses. Because of this, the percentage of support sometimes differs from the
ranking: that is, one item may be ranked lower than another yet have a higher percentage
selecting it as their first choice. An item's priority status was also affected when more ranked
it low or very low.)

Second priority went to studying applications of mathematics.
Exploring enrichment topics was ranked fourth, while building an intuitive base for

algebra and geometry was given lowest priority.

3. Development of New Materials for Grades 7-12.
Computer literacy was identified as the area that should receive highest priority

among the five choices for the development of new materials in grades 7-12 (see Figure 25).
Most of the respondents (58%) who ranked computer literacy first indicated it was because
they thought the importance of the area would increase during the 1980s.

Algebra received second ranking for materials development, with those ranking it
highest indicating most often (75%) that it was important for more students to develop skills
in this area. The SB and PT samples were particularly strong in their support for algebra.

Geometry was ranked third: of the 18% who gave it lowest priority, 47% believed that
adequate materials for geometry already exist.

Fourth priority was given to statistics, with the SP and TE samples ranking it much
higher than the other samples. Eighty percent of these persons believed it is not as important
to develop skills in this area as in other areas on the list.
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Figure 25. Percentages giving highest and lowest priority to five content areas for secondary school
mathematics.

Probability received the lowest priority for materials development. Eighty percent
of those who ranked it lowest indicated that it is not as important for students to develop
skills in this area as in other areas on the list.

4. One Added Course at the Secondary Level

A course that helps students make decisions about buying and selling received highest
ivioritv among five suggested new (or extensively revised) courses for the high school cur-
riculum (sec Figure 26). Support for this course was weakest among the TE sample.

highest
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61 6 calculus (5)
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calculators/
computers (2)

vacations (3)

Figure 26. Percentages giving highest and lowest priority to five content areas for added course.

A course that helps students understand how calculators ant computers handle
mathematics received second priority for being added to the curriculum. However, the SB
and PT samples gave far less support to this choice than the other groups.

All groups agreed that an additional calculus course shouid have lowest priority.

5. Attention to Five Areas at the Secondary Level
Respondents clearly indicated that more attention should be given to applications of

mathematics and to computer literacy (in that order) than to unified or interdisciplinary
approaches or to structure in mathematics (sec Figure 27).

A unified approach received higher support from the SB and PT samples than from
other samples.
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Figure 27. Percentages giving highest and lowest priority to five content areas.
6. Attention to Five Additional Areas at the Secondary Level

Orienting mathematics to careers or vocations and to consumers was given higher
priority than orienting mathematics to computers, college preparatory work, or recreationalpurposes (see Figure 28).

The SP and TE samples gave a higher priority to computer orientation and a lower
priority to vocational orientation than did other samples.
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computer (3)

Figure 28. Percentages giving highest and lowest priority to five additional content areas.

7. Types of Students
The needs of students with mathematics learning problems and other handicaps

should have priority over the needs of four other types of students, according to all surveysamples (see Figure 29). Many (45%) felt that this type of student has special needs that
should be addressed through the curriculum.

Second priority was given to the needs of inner-city or urban-area, students by all
samples. Most (61%) of those who gave highest priority to these students felt that they make
up such a large proportion of the school population that significant resources should be de-
voted to meeting their needs.

Female students received the lowest priority ranking of the five groups. Many respon-
dents felt that these students had no special needs in mathematics. The SP and TE samples
ranked this group higher than other samples did, however.

Neither ethnic minorities nor students whose first language is not English received
particularly high priority for special help in mathematics; they ranked third and fourth,
respectively. Of those who gave ethnic minorities the lowest priority, 47% felt that these stu-dents as a group had no special needs in mathematics.
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Figure 29. Percentages giving highest and lowest priority to five types of students.

8. Teacher Education
When considering needs within teacher education, respondents gave methods first

priority (except SB and PT, who ranked it second); and all samples gave materials last
priority (see Figure 30).
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Figure 30. Percentage giving highest and lowest priority for needs in teacher education.

Sensitivity to student needs was ranked second, with 21% giving it highest priority
less than for the third-ranked item. But ranking is based on the distribution of responses;
only 14% gave sensitivity lowest priority, with most clustering at the middle level of support.
The MT sample gave it less support than other samples, but it was clearly first choice for the
SB and PT samples.

Emphasizing mathematics content in teacher education was ranked third, receiving
more support from the TE and MT samples than from others. The percentages ranking
methods and content highest differed comparatively little (29.7% and 29.5%), but the per-
centages ranking each lowest differed markedly (methods, 5.8%; content, 28.6%).

Diagnostic and remediation strategies was ranked fourth, with about the same per-
centages ranking it highest and lowest.

The development of materials was given fifth priority by all samples.

9. Across Areas
Respondents were next asked to assign priorities to each of the five- broad areas ad-

dressed in the previous questions. Improved preservice and in-service teacher education was
given top priority by the AT, MT, SP; and TE samples (see Figure 31), and 74% of those
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Figure 31. Percentages giving highest and lowest priority across areas.

who ranked it highest indicated they believed it would have far-reaching impact on mathe-matics-education generally.
Lay samples gave highest priority to the improvement of methods and techniques forteaching mathematics; professional samples placed this second.
Developing special materials for students with special needs was ranked third. Themany problems of these students and the lack of sufficient materials were cited by 37% and33%, respectively, of those who ranked this highest, while the potential for less impact andthe availability of sufficient materials were cited by those ranking it lowest (46% and 35%,respectively).

The development of non text materials was ranked fourth. Most who rated thislowest (42%) felt that it would have less impact on mathematics eduction, although many(35%) also felt that sufficient materials, methodi, and understandings were already available.
Lowest priority was given to improved mathematics content for textbooks, withmany (66%) feeling that sufficient materials were already available.

10. General Problems
Sixty-one percent felt that general problems -facing teachers deserve priority overthose problems specific to the teaching of mathematics. The PR sample was most certain ofthis (71%); the TE sample was least sure (48%).
Problems not specific to mathematics classrooms that are of greatest concern wereunmotivated students, reading difficulties, and classroom discipline, followed by lack ofcommitment to homework, lowering of academic standards, and irregular attendance.
The problem of least concern to all samples was that of restrictions on instructionalmaterials. Increased teacher workload, increased class size, the mixing of students with dif-fering abilities, governmental restrictions, and decline in student ability were among theother problems ranked low.
The lowering of academic standards and the lack of commitment to homework wereof greater concern to the MT sample than to others.
The SB and PT samples tended to be more concerned than the others about govern-mental restrictions (ranking it eighth) and less concerned about teacher workload (rankingit thirteenth.

11. Distribution of Research Funds
There was clear agreement by all samples that first priority for the distribution of re-search funds should be given to studies of how children learn (42%).
Second in ranking was teaching methods, with 19% giving it highest priority, whileteacher education ranked third, although with a slightly higher percentage (24%) giving ithighest priority. (More also gave it lowest priority, thus causing it to be ranked lower thanteaching methods.)
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Research on varying types of materials (9%) and longitudinal assessment of achieve-
ment (6%) were ranked fourth and fifth.

12. Methods of Attacking Problems
In-service education and preservice education were ranked highest as methods for

attacking problems in mathematics education.
Evaluation of learning, allocation of grants to local schools to improve their mathe-

matics programs, and support of long-term research projects were ranked third, fourth, and
fifth,

National curriculum projects and grants to commercial firms were ranked lowest as
methods for attacking problems in mathematics educati9n.

Although most No* saw general problems of education as more critical than
specific problems of mathematics education, support for research on general classroom prob-
lems ranked only twelfth of fifteen items.

In general, funding for local projects was given priority over national projects.

13. Accommodation of Talented or Gifted Students
If more mathematics were offered to talented or gifted students, all samples would

give first choice to "a broad selection of enrichment topics" (60%), followed by work on
computers and numerical analysis (23%). Third choice was topics in calculus and analysis
(11%), while additional topics in algebra (4%) and geometry (2%) would be last choices.

:4. Comparison of Mathematics with Other Programs
Across groups, about the same percentages indicated that the mathematics program

was "about the same" as other programs (46%) or "better" (43%). Very few indicated that
the mathematics program was inferior (5%) (see Figure 32).
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Figure 32. Results of comparison of mathematics with other programs.
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15. Need for Most Improvement
Mathematics for general education was seen as most in need of improvement by 61%

of the respondents. This was followed by mathematics for the vocational student (24%). Only
14% saw mathematics for the college-bound student as most in need of improvement.

PRISM DATA RELATED TO NCTM RECOMMENDATIONS

The eight recommendations in NCTM's An Agenda for Action: Recommendations for
School Mathematics of the 1980s need to be considered in relation to the opinions reflected
by the PRISM findings. Therefore, each is presented with a summary of the findings Mating
to it.

Recommendation 1
Problem solving must be the focus of school mathematics in the i9ROs.

The PRISM data clearly indicate widespread support for problem solving in the
school mathematics program.
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Problem solving was consistently ranked high in priority for increased emphasis in
the 1980s.

If a limited amount of money could be spent for the development of new materials,
all samples would choose problem solving as having top priority for the expenditure of the
funds.

When asked to indicate how they would spend an additional fifteen minutes each day
in elementary school mathematics, all samples gave problem solving either first or second
priority.

When the most accepted goals for problem solving are considered, it seems plausible
to infer a reasonably high-level interpretation of problem solvingthere is at least lip service
to something more than routine exercises.

Teaching a range of specific problem-solving strategies was also well supported.
The idea was rejected that only problems that could be solved quickly should be

given, leading to hope that there may be some acceptance of problem solving as a process in
which students "question: experiment, estimate, explore, and suggest explanations."

Providing in-service education to teachers on problem-solving methods was also
strongly supported.

There is consistent and strong support for increasing the emphasis on applications of
mathematics throughout the curriculum.

All samples strongly supported the importance of applications for solving problems
in everyday life, gaining skills necessary for employment, making consumer decisions, and
preserving student options in career or vocational choices.

Thus, the climate for implementing the first recommendation seems highly favorable.
The task would seem to be less one of arguing for acceptance than one of hammering out the
details; this will be no small task, for despite surface agreement, perceptions of what prob-
lem solving could entail in the school mathematics program differ widely. Nevertheless, the
discussion would seem to hold great promise for working out a curricular change that would
place the focus of.the school mathematics program on problem solving.

Recommendation 2
The concept of basic skills in mathematics must encompass

more than computational facility.
The teacher and lay samples gave firm support to increasing the emphasis on basic

skills in the 1980s: only the SP and TE samples were lukewarm to increasing this emphasis.
When asked how they would spend an additional fifteen minutes each day in elemen-

tary school mathematics, the MT. PR, SR, and PT samples gave first priority to drill on
basic number skills: the AT sample ranked this second to problem solving. It would seem
that the teacher and lay samples still see a need to continue the back-to-basics movement into
the 1980s, although the SP and TE samples ranked drill on basics quite low.

The teacher samples tended to support spending over 50% of instructional time on
drill and practice activities for whole numbers, fractions, and decimals, and the lay samples
were even stronger in their support of this idea. Only the SP and TE samples disagreed with
devoting so much time to drill and practice.

Worksheets for providing practice at the end of each lesson were strongly supported
by most samples.

There was strong support by all samples for mastery of whole number computational
skills before graduation from high school and only slightly less support for mastery of per-
centage problems as a condition for graduation.

There was also support for many of the other points suggested in the Agenda's recom-
mended actions concerning this second recommendation. Problem solving, applications,
estimation, measurement, geometry, and computer literacy, all endorsed by the NCTM (and
all included on the National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics list of ten basic skills).
received strong endorsement OA items scattered throughout the PRISM surveys.

Generally. however, the PRISM data do not show strong support for reduced
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emphasis on such "potentially obsolete" traditional skills as the long-division algorithm or
computation with common fractions, which some persons argue are needed infrequently. In
fact, the general posture (aside from the SP and TE samples) is conservative with respect to
deleting topics from the curriculum. Nor is there strong support for including some "new"
topics. such as probability and statistics. Calculator use was moderately supported, although
seldom above the 50% level, but usually after pencil-and-paper algorithms had been taught.
Only procedures made obviously obsolete by the calculatorfor example. teaching the square
root algorithmwere rejected by most samples.

Support for teaching particular content in order to teach students to read mathe-
matics received moderately strong support for several content strands. Having available ma-
terials with minimal reading requirements was given moderately strong support, but, in gen-
eral, de-emphasizing reading in mathematics materials was given little support by any
sample.

Reading and interpreting mathematical arguments as a goal in geometry was strongly
supported. Even stronger support was given to the goal of enabling students to read and think
critically about graphs and data in other subject areas. And logical reasoning was supported
as a goal of many content strands.

The chief difficulty in implementing the second recommendation may be agreeing on
what encompasses basic skills and what level of attainment should be expected. If new
topics or emphases are to be developed, then emphasis on. or inclusion of, others must de-
crease: these are the points where change will succeed or.fail.

Recommendation 3
Mathematics programs must sake full advantage of the power of

calculators and computers at all grade levels.

PRISM respondents indicated that they were well aware of the increasing emphasis
that computers should receive in the mathematics curriculum. Surprisingly, lay samples gave
even stronger support for increased emphasis on the use of computers than professional
samples did.

All groups queried indicated the desirability of having access to computers in mathe-
matics classrooms -.tt both elementary and secondary school levels. There was strong support
for the developmv. of new materials for computer literacy: all samples gave it high priority.

Only half of the professional samples and less than half of the lay samples would
require a computer literacy course for high school graduation. However, there was strong
support by the professional samples for having all students receive some computer training
before graduation. and the lay samples gave moderately strong support to the idea that at
least one course in mathematics for college-bound students should make extensive use of the
computer.

Strong support was given to integrating computer literacy topics within the present
curriculum.

A course that helps students understand how calculators and computers handle
mathematics was second in priority to a new course on consumer decisions.

In a rank ordering of five areas for attention during the 1980s, computer literacy was
second to applications. In a second rank ordering, computer orientation was third behind
vocational and consumer orientations.

Strong agreement was expressed by the professional samples for writing programs
and for flowcharting, but only minimal support was given to writing programs as a require-
ment for high school graduation.

Strongly supported for inclusion in the curriculum were the roles of computers in
society. the types of problems computers can solve, and introducing alternative techniques for
solving problems.

Support for calculator use in schools was far more equivocal. About two-thirds indi-
cated that students should have calculators: however, many samples tended to be restrictive
about the use to be made of these calculators.
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Support was very low for using calculators instead of paper-and-pencil algorithms:
rather, there was a strong belief by teacher and lay samples that their use should be post-
poned until after paper-and-pencil algorithms are learned.

The SP and TE samples were decidedly more favorable toward increased use of
calculators than other samples, and the PT samples were notably weaker in their support.
But less than 40% of any sample indicated they should receive less emphasis.

Requiring students who have not learned paper-and-pencil computation by the end
of grade 8 to take a calculator course in erade 9 is acceptable to only half the respondents.
In fact, using calculators with slower students was acceptable to only one-third of those
sampled.

Reactions to the use of calculators differed depending on the operation and the size
of the numbers.

Little support was given for using calculators when learning basic number facts ortaking a test. Moderate support was given to using calculators for developing ideas and con-
cepts with calculators, learning why an algorithm works, solving word problems, doing
homework, solving equations, computing area, and making graphs.

Strong support was given to using calculators for checking answers, doing a chain of
calculations involving several different operations, and using trigonometry.

There may be sharper differences between groups on calculator issues than on any other
issues in the PRISM surveys. It would appear that changing the curriculum to incorporate
the use of computers could proceed much more smoothly than changing the curriculum to
incorporate the use of calculators.

Recommendation 4
Stringent standards of both effectiveness and efficiency must be

applied to the teaching of mathemar.':s.
This recommendation suggests the use of diverse instructional strategies, materials,

and resources. The PRISM data clearly indicate that teachers want more, and more varied,
teaching resources. A commitment to a wide variety of instructional strategies is less certain.

Minimal support was given to increasing the emphasis on mathematics laboratories.
Introducing ideas through laboratory investigations was similarly given minimal to

moderate support, but strong support was given to providing booklets of experiments.
Support was moderately strong for using manipulative materials, small-group instruc-

tion, and out-of-class activities.

Increased emphasis on homework and text materials with daily homework problems
were moderately to strongly supported.

The PRISM data do not clearly indicate which choices would be made, but a moderate
level of acceptance was given to most reasonable alternatives. As stated for the second
recommendation, the choices of what L.) teach (and what not to), and how to teach (and
how not to), will need to be made clearly and decisively.

Recommendation 5
The success of mathematics programs and student learning must be evaluated

by a wider range of measures than conventional testing.

Few PRISM items addressed evaluation issues. However, evaluation of mathematics
learning and achievement ranked third in priority of fifteen methods to attack problems in
mathematics education, indicating it has rather high priority for the samples.

Minimal support was given to increasing emphasis on minimal competency testing,
and weak support was given to increasing the emphasis on norm-referenced testing. Sub-
stantial numbers indicated the emphasis should remain about the same.

Minimal to moderate support was given to teaching whole number computation to
be able to do well on standardized tests.
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Recommendation 6
More mathematics study must be required for all students and

flexible curriculum with a greater range of options should be designed
to accommodate the diverse needs of the student population.

Almost half of those in the lay samples (the only samples asked the question) re-
sponded that college-bound students should study four years of high school mathematics:
36% responded "3 years": 13%. "2 years"; and only 3%. "I year" or less.

Forty-seven percent indicated that two years of high school mathematics should be
required for high school graduation for all students, while 15% responded "4 years": 25%.
"3 years": 12%, "1 year": and 1%, "nene." Thus it seems clear that there is support for
more than a one-year requirement of mati.fmatics.

Minimal to moderate support was given to increasing the emphasis on individualiza-
tion, but support was strong for having individual study materials available.

Support was at least moderately strong for differentiating programs on the basis of
career or vocational goals. Support levels were generally high any time a consumer-oriented
or vocationally oriented approach to curriculum development was mentioned.

There appeared to be resistance to requiring more of any one type of mathematics.
beyond arithmetic, for all students: respondents would not require algebra, computer
literacy, or probability and statistics of all students. But they would add computer literacy
and consumer mathematics as elective courses, and they would expand on topics for college-
bound students.

There was moderate support for different algebra courses for students with different
interests and abilities. However, requiring all students to take an algebra course as a require-
ment for graduation. or a historical or cultural mathematics course as a substitute for algebra,
was rejected.

Support was minimal to moderate for (a) including probability and statistics in the
general mathematics or consumer mathematics course and (b) offering it as an elective after
one year of algebra.

Support was minimal for offering probability and statistics as (a) a senior-level ad-
vanced course for mathematics or science students of high ability, and (b) part of an inter-
disciplinary course.

A full-year course in applied geometry was given moderate support as an elective,
while a second year of advanced geometry in high school was supported and rejected by al-_most equal percentages.

The needs of students with handicaps in mathematics learning and other handicaps
were perceived as having highest priority among five groups, while urban students should
have second priority. How to meet their needs was not, however, addressed. For instance,
support for increasing the emphasis on materials for low achievers was only minimal to
moderate.

Developing special materials for girls was seen as having low priority or minimal sup-
port at best.

Over three-fourths of the respondents believed that more emphasis should be given
to gifted students. especially by offering a broad selection of topics.

It is apparent that there is support for a greater range of mathematics course options. as
stated in the recommendationbut within the botolds of existing identified needs. Requiring a
single type of mathematics course for all students is not supported; the inference is that
additional options should be offered. However, if 1 wider array of geometry or probability
and statistics topics is to be added to the curriculum, then clearly support must be developed.

Recommendation 7
Mathematics teachers must demand of themselves and their colleagues

a high level of professionalism.

A consistent message in the PRISM data is that improved preservice and in-service
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education of teachersprimarily on improvvi methods of teachingis seen as the mostpromising resolution to problems of mathematics education.
In-service education for teachers was given first priority in attacking mathematics

education problems, followed by preserviceeducation.
Within teacher education, the top priority area to be addressed was methods, followedby work on sensitivity to student needs.
At other points in the data, in-service education on, for instance, problem solvingis given strong support.

Clearly, there is indication that teachers must develop and maintain teaching com-petence. This mandate for both preservice and in-service help is on...; that should aid inimplementing the seventh recommendation.

Recommendation 8
Public support for mathematics instruction must be raised to a level commensurate

with the importance of mathematical understanding to individuals and society.
Almost two-thirds of all respondents felt that general problems facing teachersdeserve priority over those problems specific to the teaching of mathematics. Yet no sampleranked high the expenditure of research funds to attack general problems.
Problems not specific to mathematics classrooms that are of greatest concern tomathematics teachers were unmotivated students, reading difficulties, classroom discipline,lack of commitment to homework, lowering of academic standards, and irregular attendance.
Other areas, such as increased teacher workload, increased class size, mixing of stu-dents with different abilities, governmental restrictions, or decline in student abilities, wereseen as being less serious.

It would appear that the constraints imposed by these genera? problems must be re-duced if we are to deal effectively with those problems specific to rhathemeics teaching.Public support is obviously necessary in this undertaking, as noted by the eighth recom-mendation, just as increased support for education in general is needed.

CONCLUDING COMMENT

Although there are many mathematical and psychological bases for making curriculumdecisions, the final implementation of curricular change depends on the individual prefer-ences of teachers, administrators, and parents at the local school level. The PRISM study
provides a broad national view of attitudes and preferences and has implications for imple-menting all eight NCTM recommendations. There is also need to collect similar data fromlocal communities.

The task proposed by the NCTM recommendations is large, but curricular change canbe accomplished given the cooperative efforts of parents and other community members andteachers and other professionals. PRISM has provided some information on how thesevarious groups perceive the mathematics curriculum and has indicated some differences andmany similarities in beliefs across the samples. In essence, the data provide a general pictureof the position of various groups as they relate to issues in mathematics education. Thisknowledge can help us as we proceed to develop plans for translating An Agenda for Ac-tion into practice.
Implementing the recommendations is not solely NCTM's taskit is a task for all con-cerned about the mathematics children learn in school.
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